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The value of a Rose student Alumni professors see
recruiters share their interest in rose “night-and-day” difference

Claire Stark • staff writer

This past Wednesday the
Career Fair was one of the
most attended in school history. About 190 companies
came to campus offering an
array of jobs, internships
and co-ops. Although the
economy as a whole is slowly recovering, many companies that are engineeringbased are hiring a large
number of graduates as they
stop hiring freezes and an
aging workforce fades out.
What’s interesting about
the Career Fair is not just
the wide range of companies
but how loyal some companies have been. Caterpillar
and Eli Lily are Indiana staple companies, but others
have been recruiting just as
long. Chrysler is one such
company.
Chrysler has had RoseHulman alumni join upper
reaches of company management in addition to having a very strong presence
in the engineering department. Brack Benge, a Rose

Jason Latimer • copy editor

Students bustle about the fieldhouse while a Caterpillar
representative speaks with a student.
Rose-Hulman News
graduate stated, “Chrysler
is looking for the best talent
to take in the automotive
industry. Students at Rose
learn all about the team as
well as the technical side.
As transportation evolves
through new safety, fuel
economy, and new forms of
transport, Chrysler needs to

be ready.”
Another company that has
been coming to the Career
Fair consistently is Samtec.
The New Albany, IN, privately-held company leads
the electronic interconnects
industry. The success of
their previous Rose employees keeps them coming back,
whether they worked for
the company as interns or
stayed for full-time positions. Samtec is an interesting company in the fact
that they are willing to
give internships to freshman as their philosophy is
talent comes at all ages.
Even with old staples
continuing to come to the
Career Fair, there are new
companies as well. Companies of all sizes have
begun recruiting at Rose
just in the past couple
years.

events

Students line up to meet with representatives from
Rockwell Collins during the Fall Career Fair.
Rose-Hulman News

Many
Rose-Hulman
graduates move on to jobs
in the industry, but several
have returned to their alma
mater to teach the next
generation of engineering
students.
Drs. Calvin Lui (class
of ’91) and Thomas Adams (class of ’90), who
both graduated in and also
teach Mechanical Engineering, sat down with The
Rose Thorn to discuss how
Rose-Hulman has changed
since they were students.
Rose Thorn: How did
the introduction of women
to the student body change
Rose?
Thomas Adams: It
made it more real.
I went straight from
Rose-Hulman to Georgia
Tech for my master’s degree... And Georgia Tech
of course is co-ed. The percentage of women wasn’t
particularly high, but I remember feeling in my very
first class, sitting in the
classroom, with women
present, ‘This is weird.’
You’re completely unconscious of being desocialized (at Rose).”

Continued on page 3

Innovation Hour

Enjoy the four-day weekend away from
classes!

Join the session about what we do at
Rose and why we do it that way!

Humanities Presentation

Day of Service

An open presentation based on journalist Stephen Ferry’s time in Colombia.

GM Room, October 16, 4:20 p.m.

even if they’re sitting in
the same room, the interacting is completely different. You have to think
more about what the consequence is of what you’re
doing and what you say.
TA: Students’ hygiene is
generally a lot better now,
too. I’m only half kidding
about that.
RT: How has the curriculum changed, specifically
for your department?
TA: It’s a little less mechanical, a little bit broader… there’s more of a blatant, and I don’t mean that
in a bad way, but there’s
a specific earmarking of
technical communication,
written, oral communication as a very important
part of the curriculum.
When we were here,
there was obviously a focus
on excellence in teaching,
and there is obviously a focus on personal attention
to the students.
Continued on page 3

Fall Break
October 11 - 12

Calvin Lui: The way you
interact is different. When
there are ladies in the
group, either a homework
group or project group,

Hatfield Hall, October 16, 4:30 p.m.

Fulfill your civic duty and join a community service project in Terre Haute.

Saturday, October 20, 9 a.m.

sports
Women’s tennis vs. Manchester
October 6 - 10 a.m.
Athletic Hall of Fame Ceremony
October 6 - 11:30 a.m.
Cross country Pre-National Meet
October 6 - 12 p.m.
Football vs. Bluffton
October 6 - 1:30 p.m.
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Career Fair, from page 1 Alumni professors, from page 1

One such company is LG&G and KU, a
power company out of Kentucky. Jeff Kyers, a 1987 electrical engineering and 2003
engineering management graduate, said his
company wanted to be there for a specific
reason.
“We have a lot of alumni from Rose, and
we have a real need for good engineers. Generating power is something that will always
be engineering intensive, so we thought it
was past time to come up here.”
A smaller company new to the Career Fair
is the Omni Group, a software development
company based in Seattle, Washington.
Currently working for the company are Tim

Ekl, a 2011 CS graduate and 2012 engineering management graduate, and Curt Clifton,
a former CSSE professor at Rose.
Omni Group just started an internship
program, and Rose-Hulman is one of the
two colleges they are focusing on for recruitment. Clifton stated that his company came
to Rose “...not just to have the rock star programmer or people who do one thing really well. We need team players who know
how to work with people who are passionate about their work. Rose grads are able to
hit the ground running. As a former faculty
member, I’m a little colored, but I think they
are doing a good job.”

We’re never going to rid of that.
That’s part of our identity, and
that’s kind of the defining trait of
our institution. But I think there’s
a lot more innovation happening
in terms of pedagogy and curricula
themselves.
RT: How about student life?
CL: I think, from a student
standpoint, you guys are more
proactive now… the options for
students are a lot more expanded.
Computation is on a different
level. In the past, nobody carried
a laptop around. Actually, I didn’t
even have a PC in my own dorm.
If you ever needed to do anything
that’s computer intensive, you had
to go down to IAIT. It used to be
a computer center with those old
terminals.
TA: I think we were probably
more focused. I don’t mean that
as, we were just naturally more
focused… we had so few distractions.
Pre-internet, there was little to
do other than your homework…I
joke about this, but it’s got a grain
of truth in it. The Soviet Block fell when we
were in school, and I
was largely unaware of
it… I didn’t have a TV
in my room, I didn’t pay
attention to the news

very much, maybe on breaks I did.
There just were not many distractions. The world keeps on going,
and you’re unaware because you’re
doing homework all the time.
CL: You get more exposed to
what is going on outside and connected.
I don’t know whether it is true in
general, I feel like we were more
focused on getting one thing done
compared with getting multiple
things done at the same time.
Give me a really big task, maybe
a massive homework problem, and
I’ll stay on it for a longer time before I seek help. I think right now,
we tend to look at something for a
couple minutes, (then say) “This is
beyond me. I need to start looking
for outside help.”
TA: Technology helps part of
that because it was more difficult
to actually get access to our professors, and it wasn’t because they
didn’t want to be accessible, it’s
because the way you got to them
was you visited their office. That
was pretty much the only way…
now you can email me anytime you
want. And everybody does.
So, it’s easier to gain access to
each other; ...there’s more interaction. You (Calvin Lui) and I might
feel that’s become so easy, there’s
interaction before there should be
to make it more meaningful.

News Briefs
Ranjana Chandramouli • staff writer

Turkey strikes Syria
Tensions remain high between Syria and Turkey, especially after a series of attacks on Wednesday between the
two countries. After a shelling of a Turkish border town
left five people dead, Turkey retaliated by striking Syrian
government targets in the town of Akcakale. A statement
from the Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan
remarked that they “responded immediately” to the attack
and that, within the regulations of international law, “will
never leave these…provocations aimed at [their] national
security unanswered.” Nine people were also injured. NATO’s political governing body, the North Atlantic Council,
stands by Turkey.
Obama wished to put bin Laden on trial
The current US President has a strict commitment to
due process under the law, as he was quoted recently in a
new book that he would have put Osama bin Laden on trial had he surrendered. Mark Bowden, who wrote the book
“The Finish,” remarked that while Obama would have extended those rights to the al-Qaeda leader after a US raid
on his hideout in Pakistan in May of 2011, the president
expected that bin Laden would go down fighting.
Romney surges after debate performance

Students gathered in the SRC fieldhouse Wednesday for the Rose-Hulman Expo - a chance for clubs
to network with potential employers and sponsors - followed by the Fall Quarter Career Fair.
Nearly 190 companies were represented, seeking students for intern and full-time positions.
Rose-Hulman News

The first of three presidential debates was held on
Wednesday, October 3rd at the University of Denver.
Both presidential candidates, Barack Obama and Mitt
Romney, spoke on topics such as the economy, tax breaks,
entitlements, and job creation in a debate moderated by
Jim Lehrer of PBS’s NewsHour. While Obama’s favorability rating has remained at 56% after Wednesday’s debate, Romney has improved to a 51% favorability rating,
his first net positive rating in this current race, according
to Reuters. The vice-presidential candidates, Joe Biden
and Paul Ryan, will debate next Thursday, October 11th,
while Obama and Romney will next come head-to-head
in a ‘town meeting’ on Tuesday, October 16th to discuss
foreign and domestic policy.

Entertainment
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Touching up the new formula for RPG shooters

4

ssue

“Borderlands 2” is what a sequel should be in plot and with gameplay

Derek Robinson • staff writer

“Borderlands” was released three years
ago and brought an ambitious medley of
first-person shooter, RPG, and lootfest that
gamers everywhere could enjoy. As soon
as fans like myself saw the teaser trailer
for the sequel, we could barely contain our
excitement. “Borderlands 2” looked to be
an even more beautiful game than its predecessor, and Gearbox did not disappoint.
The designers did not merely continue
producing what was already so impressive
in the original; they enhanced all the finer
points of the original and improved upon
its shortcomings. Every aspect was modified, from the storyline to the UI to the
characters and, Gearbox’s favorite selling
point, the guns. Some of the tweaks were
only smaller details, but the end result is a
game that is much more impressive than
one which had already blown minds.
Where the first game’s storyline felt
loose and sometimes a little forced, a very
specific enemy now lends much more focus to the plot. The nefarious Handsome
Jack has taken control of Pandora, stolen
credit for the original vault hunter’s actions, and is now attempting to “tame”
Pandora. He invites new vault hunters
to Pandora and then attempts to murder
them in an effort to ensure his own control,
causing the newcomers to seek an end to
his reign. Fortunately for us, he’s not only
an egotistic ne’er-do-well, but also quite
entertaining in his self-absorption. The
story surpasses that of its predecessor with
an enthralling plot, twists that won’t fail to
surprise you, and cutscenes that you won’t
want to skip this time around. I have never
played a game that actually left me laughing out loud, and there were more than a
few times where my roommate couldn’t
help but laugh along with me when he
overheard the usually witty (but not above
vulgar) dialogue.
One of the finer points of the new game
is the expanded class system. The classes
aren’t unlike those of the original, but the
expanded skill trees and more diverse specializations create much more possibilities.
Where the first game had four classes with
minor specializations among themselves,
“Borderlands 2” almost showcases twelve
distinct classes. Each skill tree lends a different feel to the combat, and the classes

themselves are already very distinct from
each other. Zero can specialize sniping,
with massive critical damage and long-distance one-shot kills galore, or melee, dealing massive damage to enemies in close
range with his katana, or even a mid-range
style with high reload speeds, pistol damage buffs, and explosive kunai. The action
skills really separate the characters and
define the classes, but the specializations
can redefine the function of the action skill.
Maya’s Phaselock ability can function as
a single stun, a crowd control, or even a
mind-control ability. She can specialize to
deal massive amounts of elemental damage, pull enemies together for faster killing,
or even turn enemies on each other. The
classes can support each other and co-op
play really does feel like teamwork. Personally I haven’t played very much with the
other two classes, but I fully intend to give
each of them a thorough playthrough.
Another beautiful thing about the game
is its replay value. Each class lends an entirely new feel to the combat. Higher levels
can allow specializations to overflow into
other skill trees and can only be reached
through a second playthrough, called True
Vault Hunter mode. Activating the mode
allows you to restart the storyline with all
of your skills and equipment from before,
delving into larger enemies and even more
loot. Loot which, even in my first playthrough, often kept me up late at night
seeking an even better gun. It doesn’t end
there, however. Gearbox brought something completely different to the table with
its Badass Rank (sic) system. Completing
challenges for killing certain enemy types,
killing enemies with a certain weapon
type, dealing elemental damage, or even
completing challenges - Yo Dawg I Herd
You Like Chalenges - rewards players with
tokens which can be redeemed for small
stat bonuses such as gun damage, fire rate,
or elemental effect chance. At first the bonuses are small, but after a few hundred
the bonuses really start to add up. I should
mention that the Badass Rank, and all bonuses associated with it, carry over among
all of your characters, lending yet another
dimension of replayability to the game.
Let’s not forget the guns. Gearbox emphasized their “87 Bazillion Guns” with the
first game, and with this one they claimed

that the guns got “Bazillionder.” As always, they fail to disappoint. The different
weapon brands in “Borderlands” varied
inasmuch as the weapon stats; each brand
focused on one of the five stats at the cost
of the others. In “Borderlands 2,” much
has changed. Of course, Jakobs guns still
do the most base damage, Vladof guns still
have the highest fire rate, and Maliwan is
still the place to go for elemental weapons,
but others have more noticable changes.
Tediore guns have always had the fastest
reload speed, but now you simply toss the
gun at an enemy like a grenade (and it does
indeed explode) and watch as it digitally
reconstructs itself in your hand with a full
clip. Hyperion weapons feature stabilizers
such that the gun actually becomes more
accurate as you fire it. The differences
among the guns are now much more noticable and personal preference can play a
much larger role.
Gearbox didn’t just expand upon the
things we loved about the first game; they
also did their best to listen to our complaints. Enemy characters are much more
varied and behave differently. Character
customization is a little bit more expansive,
although not as much as true RPGs like
“WoW” or “Diablo III.” Fight For Your Life
mode now allows you to crawl, letting you

GearBoxSoftware.com
move closer to a friend to revive you or skirt
cover to reach an annoying baddy who just
won’t poke his head out. The side quests
aren’t just fetch or kill style grinders, but
have entertaining plots within themselves
and let you feel like you’re actually achieving something. The landscape is much
more expansive and varied, in stark contrast to the largely barren wasteland feel of
the original. Inventory management and
the UI are simpler to use, and a trade system within co-op makes looting feel a little more cooperative and a little less competitive. Even without co-op, this game
would be a standout title, but the ability
to play (and often laugh) with your friends
makes the game that much more intense,
that much more fun. If you enjoy shooters
like “Battlefield,” lootfests like “Diablo,” or
RPGs like “WoW,” this game might just be
the most rewarding gameplay experience
you’ll have for a while.
Rating: 5/5 Elephants

The Horror Icon for the online generation

Thrills and chills in “Slender” make Slender Man a force to be feared
Kevin Weaver
entertainment editor
Let me give a brief, but much
needed, history of Slender
Man. Slender Man is a fictional
horror icon that has grown
completely from the internet
forums, online videos, and edited pictures. Starting in “Something Awful” Forums, he was
depicted as a tall figure, nearly
eight feet in height, with long
protruding tentacles from its
back and arms that can reach
the ground. Dressed in a black
suit and nothing but a blank
white face, he has eluded all
major forms of documentation
evidence aside from the quick
glances and blurred stills.
I’m sure we’ve all been here
before, scared out of our minds
because of some boogeyman

in the closet or monster under the bed. You probably try
and spend a greater portion of
your childhood trying to prove
to your friends and family that
it’s real. But, then you grow up,
laugh it off, and move on.
That does not happen in
“Slender,” at all.
In Slender, your unnamed
(assuming) female character is wandering in the woods
armed with only her flashlight
and barely present wits, trying
to find proof that a mysterious creature is more fact than
fiction. To do this, you try and
find eight pieces of paper, each
carrying a warning that is more
disturbing and skin tingling
than the next. No, seriously, the
first page is just some scribbles
of a child walking with a tall
figure. The fifth one is someone

writing the haunting message,
“Can’t Run.”
The worst part about this?
Every time you collect a page,
the woods “appear” to grow
darker, a dark ominous music begins to play, and you can
literally feel something following you. You don’t know what;
you don’t know how; you don’t
know why. All you do know is
that you have to keep moving.
Page after page, beat after beat,
you grow closer and closer to
you goal, until he appears.
Slender Man.
Let me make this perfectly
clear, obvious, and transparent. There is absolutely no
way to meet this guy and not
scream. Ever.
The game lasts only half an
hour at longest, unless you stop
to cry, like I did. But, in this

time frame, you’ll find yourself growing more and more
agitated with every passing
second, scared and terrified
of the evil you know is lurking
just around the corner but never able to escape its presence.
When you finally find it, staring
at you with arms that reach the
ground, tentacles flailing from
its back, and a blank face without eyes, nose, ears, or mouth,
you scream. It’s not random,
it’s not up for debate.
You. Will. Scream.
Unfortunately, that’s where
the depth and joy of “Slender” ends. There are no challenges, additional maps, or
more characters to play as (not
like it matters). Don’t get me
wrong ,you’ll be biting your
nails through the entire experience and several dozen times

afterwards, but you can never
change up the scenery to match
where you are, or give yourself
a whole new feeling of terror.
“Slender” is a unique and
terrifying game that has put to
shame many of the other horror icons. No longer do Pyramid Head or Jason Voorhees
scare me. Slender Man is the
only thing I can no longer look
at, all because of a free game on
my laptop that tells me to never
go into the woods again.
Rating: 4/5 Elephants

Do It Yourself
5
Boiled eggs Learn how to juggle!
in a bag
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Casey Langdale • staff writer
When you don’t feel like going out
for food on the weekends (or whenever really) and just want to make
something simple, cooking eggs in
a bag is fairly simple. You can cook
just about anything into it. It may
actually be more accurate to think
of the eggs as holding your meal together rather than being the bulk of
the meal.
First thing’s first: make sure you
have a plastic bag to cook the eggs
in, preferably one bag per egg. Next,
start boiling water on the stove and
let it heat up while you take care
of everything else. Note that there
should be enough water in the pot to
submerge the bag halfway at least.
Now comes the hardest part: deciding what you want in the egg.
Nearly anything that is cut up will
go very well when cooked into an
egg. Personally, I tend to stick with
a meat, a vegetable, and/or some
tomatoes, always with a helping
of cheese. After you finish chopping everything as finely as possible, make sure it only fills one open
hand’s worth of space per egg and
per plastic bag.

Simply break the egg into a bowl
and mix it up with a fork as well as
you care to take the time for. Then
dump that one opened hand’s worth
of food into the bag along with your
mixed egg. Seal the plastic baggy
and make sure to distribute the ingredients evenly by squeezing the
plastic bag.
Once the water is boiling, drop the
egg mixture in and let it sit, preferably without hitting the sides of
the pot (but it will move anyway).
There is really no good way to know
how long the egg will take to cook,
so once the egg is easily floating at
the surface, grab the top of the bag
and lift it out, being careful not to
touch the boiling water. Break the
egg at the center, and if the middle
still doesn’t look fully cooked, put it
back in and just keep repeating the
process.
Open the bag and slide the egg
out onto a plate. If the seams on the
plastic bag happen to break, don’t
worry. At this point the egg is almost
certainly cooked. Just drain the water out of the pot and place the eggs
on a plate. Now it is time to enjoy
your meal.

At this point in the year, classes are almost
certainly starting to wear down everyone. Well,
if you’re looking for a hobby that you can pick up
and do for five minutes in between classes, juggling provides a fun challenge. Please note however that it is almost impossible to learn how to
juggle in a few minutes and just maybe over a
few hours.
The most important thing you will need
is patience. You will screw up, you will drop balls,
and you will
have to chase
them. Don’t get
too frustrated.
Eventually you
will be able to
juggle for as
long as you
want without
dropping any
balls.
Before you
begin, you also need the essentials. While just
about anything that can be held in one hand can
work, it is easier to start with a spherical object. I
recommend tennis balls: they rarely break anything and can be seen easily. Lastly and most importantly you will need about three feet of open
space in a circle around you and five away from
any TV’s or the like.
When you begin, you will need to see a demonstration. I would recommend going on YouTube and watching several videos, primarily
ones of the “cascade.” The cascade is the most
basic form of juggling, and once it is mastered,
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you can pretty much start to work on anything
else in juggling, at which point watching YouTube videos of “Juggling Stein” should provide
some good ideas. To master the cascade, you
should start with two balls until you can keep
three balls moving in the cascade pattern for at
least three cycles through the pattern.
When watching any juggling video, make
sure to pay careful attention to how the juggler’s
hands are moving and how he throws them
through the air. You may notice that something
like throwing balls in the cascade pattern is not
the giant circle
of moving things
from one hand
to the next you
typically see in
cartoons. In fact,
the cascade is actually a pattern of
throwing the ball
in the hand opposite the one you
just threw under
the ball you just threw (do not try to figure out
how the cascade works based on this description; watching a video really, really helps).
For higher level juggling tricks, I would recommend trying to learn how to juggle two balls
in one hand next, followed by the half shower,
then full shower and maybe the windmill after
that. Then eventually, long after those, juggling
four balls is just juggling two balls in one
hand, but with both hands doing it at the
same time. Just remember to have fun.
Juggling is about the furthest thing from
serious you can get.

The most important
thing you will need
is patience.

Sugar isn’t such a sweet deal
Ashton Wagner • staff writer
Sugar is a huge problem,
as we continue to consume
larger and larger amounts
of it (read: Big Gulps) more
and more often. Sugar, or at
least the fructose half of it, is
processed solely in the liver
through a process much like
how our body handles alcohol.
Our body can then only use the
converted sugars in the liver.
Once your liver glycogen (energy) is full, consuming more
sugar overloads your system.
It also slows down your liver’s
ability to perform its other
vital functions. We naturally
find sugar in varying amounts
up to about 30 grams (what’s
found in the sweetest fruits),
not 200 grams worth of soda
and junk food. Sugar is also
incredibly addicting, more so
than any other nutrient.
Fat, specifically saturated
fat, has been wrongly demonized by the medical establishment. It is so ubiquitously
despised that to even question
it sounds crazy. The first problem is separating the nutrient
(saturated fat) from the foods
we generally associate it with
(hamburgers, fries, junk food
in general). These foods are no
doubt very bad for your health,
for many other reasons. There
are also many studies that say
saturated fat causes clogged
arteries and heart disease.
We’ll deal with that in a second
also, but first let’s take a look
at the different kinds of fat.
Saturated fat has no double

bonds, monounsaturated has
one, and polyunsaturated has
more. Trans fat is an evil creation of man and will kill you,
so let’s ignore that. We’ve been
told that saturated fat is bad
and unsaturated fats (olive oil,
corn oil, soy oil) are healthy.
People point to studies that
rely on statistical evidence for
their proof. One issue with this
is that high levels of polyunsaturated fats in the diet are
unnatural. You’d have to eat
a crazy amount of corn to get
the same amount of polyunsaturates in corn oil. Polyunsaturates also oxidize and go
rancid easily, causing all kinds
of nasty reactions in your body
like cancer. Think fries fried in
canola are so healthy? Think
again.
We also get a very poor
ratio of omega 3 to omega 6
(the two common polyunsaturates). When meat-producing
animals are fed corn (not its
natural diet) and fried in omega 6 based oils, they end up
with far more omega 6 than 3.
In fact, the average American
gets a ratio somewhere around
20:1 to 30:1 of omega 6 to 3.
Omega 3 is also very anti-inflammatory while omega 6 is
highly inflammatory. One of
the ways your body combats
inflammation is by releasing
cholesterol. Perhaps this is
where all the cholesterol in the
arteries of people with heart
disease comes from. Your
omega 3/6 balance even affects your immune system and
the very composition of your

brain.

Whereas unsaturated fat
is very unstable, saturated fat
is very stable (thus is good for
cooking) and is the form your
body naturally stores fat as.
It is also necessary for you to
consume fat in order to burn
it (unless you are in chronic
caloric deficit, which is bad)
as your metabolism adapts to
what you are eating.
The final few tenants
of the Paleo diet include a
few additional guidelines
dealing with how and what
to eat. The first concept is to
avoid man-made additives,
preservatives, pesticides,
herbicides, hormones, and
antibiotics. Yes, this means
consuming organic foods.
While all these contaminants are proven safe individually (in that they don’t
make you immediately sick
or kill you), we have yet
to find out what happens
when you are exposed to
a plethora of them over
your lifetime. Paleo also involves eating mostly whole
foods in their natural state,
as these are least likely to
have added chemicals/poor
macronutrient ratios. Just stay
away from things that come in
boxes, and stick to the outer
ring of the grocery store. Intermittent fasting is also a big
part of the lifestyle (more on
that in another article), as is
high intensity exercise.
I often run into people
that are very resistant to any
deviation from the “common

knowledge” we know as nutrition. I talk about how we went
from the 1950s, where everyone ate bacon, eggs, and fried
everything in lard yet were
skinny, to the present where
we use “healthy” fats and have
cut fat from 40 percent of our
diet to 30 percent (yes, we as
a country were successful at
that, but you won’t hear that
on the news) and have just got-

resort to pointing at studies
and the FDA. It pays to keep in
mind that the human body is
complex, and it is hard to control for all the extraneous variables, especially when people
go into these studies with the
preconceived notions.
This article is by no means
meant to be hard scientific
evidence supporting a major
lifestyle change. It’s not nearly
long enough. Rather it is
meant to get you doing
your own research and
thinking for yourself. As
for me, all my evidence
is anecdotal but incredibly convincing. I cut out
gluten and felt worlds
better. I went full Paleo
and felt amazing, dropping from 210 pounds to
165 in two months while
getting more athletic.
For someone who played
sports and always exercised his entire life, that
is shocking.
To sum up, try eatmypyramid.gov ing natural meats, fruits,
veggies, and white rice/
potatoes as needed and
try to avoid oils, added
ten sicker and heavier. They sugar, corn, soy, wheat, and
then say that we just eat more other man-made concoctions.
and exercise less, which is Get regular, exercise intensely,
probably true, but I then point and try intermittent fasting
to the fact that there are third once in a while. This is not an
world countries that have obe- “Atkins” or “low carb” diet or
sity epidemics just as large as magic. It’s about eating natuours. These people work back- ral foods that help your body
breaking jobs in factories, are to thrive. If we have a sound
on their feet all day, and even body, it’s so much easier to
have starving children, yet pursue what Rose-Hulman is
they are overweight. They then about; a sound mind.
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Don’t think your vote matters?
You’re right

You’re only going to find bloodthirst against candidates in the media.
youngentrepreneur.com
Ashton Wagner • staff writer
I don’t need to provide you with evidence that election season is upon us.
Negative campaign ads blare back and
forth on television, “news” stations
spout vitriol that is so biased they may
as well wear jerseys supporting their
respective candidates, and people feel
the need to plaster ugly signs with cliché
slogans all over their yards and vehicles.
Ahh, campaign season in America. If
you’re like me, and in my opinion like a
large majority of Americans, you watch
the fanfare with an attitude ranging
from bored disinterest to mild disgust.
I actually enjoy talking about politics (a
dangerous hobby), yet almost everyone
I encounter shares the same reluctance
to discuss the subject. The main reason I perceive for this is that people just
don’t care. But, why should someone
not care about politics, something that
has eminent influence over almost every
aspect of their life? Most of the reasons

I get are as such; “My vote doesn’t matter,” “I don’t feel very strongly for either
candidate,” or “Every politician is all talk
and no action.” If you are someone who
really does feel strongly in favor of one
of the candidates, stop reading this now.
I congratulate you on having someone
you can support wholeheartedly, enjoy
your opportunity to vote come November. However, if you are like me and
find yourself in agreement with one of
the aforementioned viewpoints, continue reading to find out why you are
exactly right.
There’s no denying the state of American government is less than ideal, to
put it lightly. Congress is strangled by
a two party system that chokes productivity and encourages an ‘our way or the
highway’ approach to lawmaking. The
office of president is handed off every
four years between the two parties,
with candidates from both sides fitting
more into the smiley glad-hand archetype than what I would consider a true

leader. This is a very opinionated statement so take it for what you will, but arguing it is another discussion entirely.
Regardless, this two party bureaucracy
and its accompanying problems are
caused by one issue and one issue only:
our voting system.
To demonstrate the issue with the way
we vote, let’s visualize our way through
a mock election. We chance upon the
small country of Hulmanistan, where
the ruling monarchy has recently been
deposed. The citizens have agreed that
a democratic government will be set up
with free elections to choose a leader.
Each citizen will get one vote, and the
candidate with the most votes wins.
Fair, right? Not very, actually.
This is called the First Past the Post
voting system, and it has many inherent problems, the main one being it
always trends toward a two party system. Say six candidates run in the first
election. The next time around, those
who supported the candidate that got
the least votes shift their support to
other, more popular candidates. This
continues election after election until
two parties are left. Even if a convincing third party candidate runs in the
future, they will only snatch votes away
from the mainline candidate they are
most like, guaranteeing the candidate
on the other side will win. People are
smart and realize this, which is why
almost no one ever votes third party.
This is called strategic voting and is
necessary under FPtP.
Besides all the negatives associated
with having only two parties (the us versus them mentality), this also encourages parties to nominate mediocre candidates. The respective candidates need
to appeal to the largest demographics
possible, so the people chosen are often
the least objectionable people possi-

ble rather than “true” leaders. In other
words, the modern day politician who
talks a lot, smiles pretty, and doesn’t
really do much. Additionally, because
there are only two parties and both are
massive in size, people feel powerless
and often don’t feel like they have a true
choice. But, what alternative exists that
could possible rectify all of this?
There actually is another system that
is in place in a few countries around the
world. It is called the Alternative Vote,
also known as Instant Runoff Voting. In
the Alternative Vote system, you receive
a ballot with a box next to each candidate. You fill in numbers in the boxes
denoting the order in which you prefer
the candidates. Your favorite candidate
gets a 1, your second choice gets a 2, and
so on and so forth. When the results
are tallied the first time, all the number 1 votes are recorded. The candidate
with the least votes is then eliminated,
and the votes of anyone who chose him
are transferred to the candidate they
recorded as their second choice. This
continues until a winner is declared.
Under this system, you can vote for
any candidate you want to, without the
fear that you will cause a candidate you
strongly oppose to win. This encourages
more choice, enables more parties to be
involved in government, and gives the
voter more power.
England recently came close to implementing the Alternative Vote, but
the dominant political parties waged
a smear campaign against it. This was
with good reason, as the prevailing
parties have to work much harder to
stay in power under the AV. The only
real downside is the increased complexity of counting votes, but compared to the increase in functionality
of the government it brings about, it’s
a small price to pay.

The other side of the desk

Sudipa Kirtley • faculty writer
Life, in general, is a bumpy
ride. Sometimes it seems as
smooth as glass, but some
other times it can be tumultuous beyond your imagination.
Some of us encounter such
changes of course more often
than we care to. The good news
is that such turns in life eventually can make us stronger
and more resilient.
During our formative years,
up through high school, life
is more or less smooth sailing. When we graduate from
high school and enter college
life, most of us encounter our

first big adjustment. We need
to adapt to new friends, new
expectations, and new surroundings. If you happen to
be attending college in a foreign country, the “newness index” goes off the charts! You
adjust the best you can and
as quickly as you can; the big,
bright goal of graduation and
a promising career in the future help propel you forward.
Much of life from then on follows the same process, looking forward to the next bright
goal in front of you. Eventually you settle down, with
or without a family, and this
place with all the trimmings
becomes your nest. Mostly,
those disruptive struggles are
a distant memory, and life
takes on a comfortable pace.
Sometimes in the midst of
this smooth sailing, life has
a way of pulling the rug out
from underneath of you. Even
though most of you would never settle for complacency, and
would always welcome challenges, this kind of disruption
can be very unsettling. Your familiar world suddenly changes; you are forced to leave your

nest and be on the move again.
Usually we take such a drastic
action when we make a career
change (voluntarily, or otherwise!), or for some other compelling reasons, such as an unpleasant relationship.
The course of action at
that point is, again, to
readjust. Yes, you’ve
done that before, but
when it strikes you in
an inopportune time
late in life, it seems
particularly arduous to
leave all you have built
behind and move on
to… what?
This sudden need to change
affects all those who are involved. Leaving a familiar
work place, where you have
known most of your colleagues
pretty well, is difficult. You
need to be mentally prepared
to assimilate a whole new set
of rules. You have to encounter a whole new team of colleagues with their different
operation parameters, and relearn who to get close to and
trust. Your social network also
changes in similar ways, and
you find that the process of re-

adjusting to new surroundings
is not as easy and pleasant as it
used to be.
If you are on the other side
of the picture, being the one
whose friend is making the
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comes into play. One of the
goals of your college education
is to help you answer that crucial question and to develop a
self-confidence that will help
you embrace the unexpected

One of the goals of your college education is to help you... embrace the
unexpected changes in your life.
drastic move away from you, it
is also very difficult. You suddenly feel the void that is left
behind by your comrade, and
you, too, need to readjust and
resettle in his/her absence.
You feel the sudden emptiness
from the missing collegiality
and friendship that had taken
months and years to form.
Even though others move in
to fill in the place, it almost always never becomes the same
as before.
This is where the all-important question of “who am I?”

changes in your life.
That
inner calm, that knowledge
that you are strong enough
to overcome any obstacle, is
just what you will need when
events force you out of your
comfort zone. It is prudent to
develop that inner calmness
slowly and surely during the
formative years, while preparing yourself for the outside
world. For it is true that if you
come out of such uncontrolled
turns in life unscathed, you
will definitely end up being a
stronger individual.
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Cross country capture win at Earlham

Matt Dierksmeier • sports editor
The Rose-Hulman men's
cross country team took to the
course last Saturday for their
second meet of the year. The
Fightin' Engineers traveled to
Earlham College to compete in
a four-way meet against Wabash College, Anderson University, and the host, Earlham
College.
Leading the charge for the
Engineers was sophomore Stuart West who finished fourth
overall with an eight-kilometer
time of 27:42. Right behind
West was sophomore Josh
Hojnacki, who completed the
course in 27:48, earning a fifth
place overall.
Also finishing in the top ten
overall for Rose-Hulman were
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sophomore Ryan Meyer, junior
Andrew Thompson, and junior Robbie Mayhew, finishing
eighth, ninth, and tenth respectively.
As a team, Rose-Hulman
took first-place in the event,
edging out second-place Wabash College.
The Rose-Hulman women’s
cross country also competed at
Earlham last weekend, finishing second out of five teams.
Senior Creasy Clauser led the
charge for the Engineers, crossing the line in third with a fivekilometer time of 20:57. Junior
Ryann-Rebecca Montgomery
finished fourth overall .
The Fightin' Engineers will
host the Gibson Family PreNational Meet this weekend.
The eight-kilometer men’s

event will begin at noon on
Saturday. The
women will run
a six-kilometer
beginning
at
12:45 pm.
The Gibson
Family Pre-National Meet will
be comprimised of 37 teams
from 14 states.
Five nationally
ranked teams
will compete
in the men’s
race; three topranked teams
will be featured
in the women’s
race.
Rose-Hulman will be the site

for this year's NCAA Division
III National Championships,
which will take place Nov. 17.

This event will conclude the
season for the Fightin' Engineers.

After trading touchdowns
to end the half, Rose-Hulman led 21 – 7.
Freshman Aaron Abbot
hauled in a 16-yard touchdown in the early minutes of
the third quarter to put Rose
up 27 – 7, but that would
be the last time the offense
could connect for a score.
Facing a 20-point deficit at the open of the fourth
quarter, the Hanover College Panthers seemed too far
removed from the win, but
their run proved to be far
from over.
Keeping the Engineers

from the end zone, the Panthers scored on two short
runs and a 21-yard pass to
tie up the game at 27 – 27.
A missed extra-point kept
the game tied as the Engineers found themselves with
another chance to snag the
win.
In just over a minute, the
Fightin' Engineers moved
76 yards down the field
with two key passes – one
42 yards and the other 14 –
from senior Mitch Snyder.
Unfortunately, time ran out
on the Engineers before they
could take advantage of the

scoring opportunity.
The Panthers were able to
recover a Rose-Hulman fumble and take the ball to the
end zone on the following
play to wrap up the game,
ending the match with a 33 –
27 win for the Panthers, and
sending the Engineers home
devastated.
The defense had another
strong game, with senior
Jordan Martin leading with
10 tackles. Freshman Joseph
Woodley added two interceptions, and senior Ryan
Gallagher had one of his
own.

What looked like a chance
to take the lead in the conference with three conference wins ended with RoseHulman sitting further down
the list, tying Bluffton and
Defiance at 2 – 1 in conference play. Conference powerhouse Franklin tops the
list at 2 – 0 after their bye
week, and the Panthers are
close behind after earning
Saturday's victory.
The
Engineers
return
home this Saturday for the
Hall of Fame Game against
Bluffton University at 1:30
pm.

306 runners represented the four competing schools at
last weekend’s Earlham Invitational.
Rose-Hulman Athletics

Overtime unkind to Fightin’ Engineers

Kurtis Zimmerman • news editor
All season the Engineers
have relied on big scoring
early and big defense late
in the game. But, that plan
fell through Saturday afternoon when Hanover College
topped Rose-Hulman 33 –
27 in overtime.
The scoring started early, as senior Kyle Kovach
sprinted in for a nine-yard
touchdown in the first quarter, and another Kovach
rushing touchdown put the
Engineers up by two touchdowns early in the second
quarter.

Women’s soccer takes down Long weekend for
Anderson
volleyball team

Matt Dierksmeier • sports editor

early, taking advantage of a
pass from sophomore Nicky
Wheeler in the 10th minute.
Rose-Hulman
sophomore
Haley O'Neil would increase
the score to 2 – 0 in the 33rd
minute.
Just before halftime, DeMoss struck again, putting one
in the back of the net in the
42nd minute.
Wheeler would add an
insurance goal in the 70th
minute to increase the lead

to 4 – 0. The Rose-Hulman
defense would hold AnderThe Rose-Hulman womson to only two shots in the
en's soccer team earned an
match, while the Engineers
impressive victory against
fired 32 shots towards goal.
HCAC opponent Anderson
Freshman Hayley Gilliam
University on Tuesday evenhad two assists in the match;
ing. Scoring three first half
O'Neil and Wheeler each had
goals, Rose-Hulman would
tallied one.
go on to shut out Anderson 4
Prior to Tuesday's match,
– 0 to earn their first conferRose-Hulman tied Bluffton
ence win of the season.
University 1 – 1 on Saturday.
Freshman Katie DeMWith an 85th minute goal,
oss opened up the scoring
the Engineers pushed the
game into overtime,
but neither squad
could gain the upper hand. Scoring the
lone goal for RoseHulman was Hayley
O'Neil on an assist
from Katie DeMoss.
The Engineers improve to 6 – 4 – 2 on
the season and are
now 1 – 0 – 1 against
HCAC competition.
They will compete
at
Defiance
ColWith their win over Anderson University, the Rose-Hulman team is now lege this Saturday
tied for second in the HCAC standings. for their third HCAC
Rose-Hulman Athletics game of the season.

Matt Dierksmeier • sports editor
The Rose-Hulman volleyball
team geared up to take on a
pair of challengers last Saturday afternoon. In a conference
match up, the Fightin' Engineers first faced off against
Transylvania University.
Going point for point, both
squads were evenly matched
in the first set. Transylvania
though would narrowly edge
out Rose-Hulman 25 – 23.
The Pioneers of Transylvania
rode their momentum to take
the second set 25 – 12. Regaining their composure, the
Engineers fought back to win
25 – 20 in the third set. RoseHulman would also lead in the
fourth set, but the Pioneers
would take advantage of some
untimely mistakes to take the
set 25 – 21. The loss dropped
Rose-Hulman to 1 – 1 in HCAC
play.
Junior Catherine Fiutem recorded nine kills and assisted
in four blocks. Senior Anna
Lewer led the team with 17
digs, while adding seven kills
and three block assists.

After a short break, RoseHulman was back in action to
battle Principia College. The
Engineers jumped out to an
early lead, taking the first set
25 – 14. Principia would then
rally to win the second set 25
– 22. The third set would go in
the favor of Rose-Hulman, 25
– 10. Principia would push the
fourth set into extra points,
but the Engineers would come
out on top, winning 28 – 26.
The victory improves the Engineers' record to 12 – 7 on the
season.
Lewer hit home 22 kills,
matching her career high set
a week prior against Denison University. Junior Kira
Boswell led with 27 assists;
Freshman Sarah Jensen added 17. In the match, four Engineers would reach double
digits in digs.
Rose-Hulman will begin a
slate of six consecutive conference games away starting on
Saturday, traveling to Hanover College for a 1 pm match.
The Engineers will then play
at Manchester College on Sunday at 2 pm.
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W

acky

prof
quotes

“Things get wiggy near the speed of
light.”
–Dr. Walter. She
was quoting Einstein,
I believe. He was so
eloquent!

“Oh, I’m off by 60
million meters. That’s
just a rounding error!”
–Dr. Ditteon. This
thoroughly explains
why we don’t let physicists do engineering.

5 Oct 2012

“All you need is food
and toilet paper. You
can go for a while on
just that.”
–Dr. Goulet. Clearly, you have not met
anyone from our generation.

“You’ll learn more
and I won’t have to do
so much work. This is
beginning to look like
a slam dunk!”
–Dr.
McInerney.
Immediately
after
telling his class to
read the text book.

Rose professors
say crazy things.
E-mail them to
the Flipside at
thorn-flipside@
rose-hulman.
edu for a chance
to win a 25$ Visa
gift card!

Breaking: Flipside
needs your help!
Have they run this same shameless selfpromotion before?
NO!

“It’s crap.” Jim frowned as Dan, the intern, presented the new toaster design. “It might be
strong and it might work, but its got no pizzaz, no ‘wow’ factor. If it’s gonna sell its gotta be
sexy! I don’t just want a robust design, I want it to be... robusty.”

IT’S A LITTLE DIFFERENT

But really, if you enjoy...
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dan did not disappoint.
Ethan Hixon • comic savant

Drawing fantastic comics
Drawing ok comics
Writing horrible jokes that could be made into ok comics
Writing satire
Telling funny stories
Habitually criticizing minor faults

we’d love you have you help out on the Flipside. So if you
want to sign up (really, even just a little), then send your
resume to thorn-wewillliterallytakeanythingwecangetweresuperdesperate.edu

The Lost Leg Chronicles
Zombies attack! Part 2

Man Daginot • pathological liar
This is a continuation of a “true”
story.
“Something small went a bit wrong
with the surgery.” The doctor repeated.
“It’s not anything major, but the nerve
endings in the mended portion of your
leg are slightly deadened. You still obtained sensory perception. However,
if the leg is severed again, the neurons
will recoil further. Whenever your leg
regrows itself, the more these nerve
endings will continue to atrophy until
you no longer have feeling in that leg.”
The doctor described.
“Now. We did enhance a few muscular characteristics by adding specialized energy retaining fibers. However,
they may take a little while to become
completely activated.”
I shakily got to my feet and stood
there for a fraction of a second before
my leg gave out. The sensation was
different than how it felt after I regrew my leg the previous time. It still
felt fuzzy, like the feeling you get when
your leg falls asleep… but sharper, as if
my leg was still reassembling itself.
I looked up at the TV in the
corner of the room, and I immediately
remembered the news flash that was
on my flight over here. The Zombie
Apocalypse, as they were advertising it on air, seemed to have spread

vastly from my last observation. They
depicted red areas originating in Chicago and then spreading to New York,
Boston, Atlanta, and several other
cities as the screen showed the span
of the virus in chronological appearance.
“The virus has nearly infected the
entire eastern border…” The news
lady observed.
I changed the channel again and
again, the entire television network
seemed to be revolving entirely around
this pandemic. I stumbled upon the
science channel.
“Scientists have been running tests
on Zombies for a few weeks now.” The
narrator explained, “And it appears
that their blood type has changed
from the normal A, B, AB, and O. It
appears that the virus has replaced
the old antigens with new ones which
scientists are naming blood type Z,
for Zombie of course. This antigen
appears to have a direct autoimmune
response that inflames tissue linings
along blood vessels. This has a major
effect on the brain and inflames areas
of the brain which are directly linked
to aggression and cannibalistic tendencies.”
That explains a lot, I thought to
myself. I wondered if those cannibal tribes in South America had gotten ahold of some ancestor of Mrs.
O’Leary’s cow. Probably.

As I was wheeled out of the facilities,
I heard quiet whispers and snippets of
conversation revolving around developing a cure for the “Zombie Virus.” I
now understand why I was blindfolded as we entered. Just inside the main
entrance were gurneys with unconscious zombies being carted around as
the people underneath their lab coats
conducted tests on the repulsive creatures. I guess they didn’t worry about
me being able to see them anymore.
I flew back to Alaska because I had
nowhere else to go. I figured I’d be
safe as long as I avoided major cities. I
was only back a few weeks’ time when
the SCIA called me in for a post-surgical check -up. They wanted to run different tests to determine the quality of
the experimental procedure. I should
have known something smelled fishy
other than the delicious buttered halibut I had for lunch.
I arrived on site and they immediately began poking and prodding me
with all sorts of electrodes and instruments. When they finally finished, the
SCIA director came and talked to me.
I knew this was coming. He put his
big boy pants on and I already had my
big boy leg on. He came over and said
that with this new “improvement,” I
could be a valuable asset in the field
again.
“With the recent events, we really
need someone on the inside.” He said

with his waxed bald head shining very
distractingly.
“The inside of what?” I jousted.
“Chicago.”
“Chicago! Why the heck do you need
me in Chicago?!”
“The vaccine is almost complete.”
The director claimed shortly. “The
scientists at Secret Area 51 have been
studying and developing it since the
virus started spreading. We need
someone to administer the vaccine in
the water supply of the source.”
“Why water…”
“They are still living organisms…
They still require nutrition beyond
BRRRRAAAAIIIIINNNNNS.”
“I’m going to be honest with you.”
I stated boldly. “There is not a single natural, unnatural, or excessively
large bone in my body that would be
remotely interested in this.”
“Well. You’re going whether you like
it or not because you already signed
the consent forms which legally obligate you to fulfill your duty.”
“Why don’t I have any say in this
marriage?”
“Well you should have read what
you were signing.”
“Yeah. Well at least I don’t have
hemorrhoids.”
To be continued...

“The disclaimer!” shouted the Flipside. “You can’t forget about the disclaimer!” The man grabbed the Flipside at the fold, preparing to strike it. Apparently, one of the Flipside’s poorly executed jokes didn’t sit right with the irate gentleman. The Flipside shouted again, “Just look at
the disclaimer, man! It tells you that everything on this page isn’t to be taken seriously. It’s just a joke. Ya see? No harm meant!” The man paused. “And even if it was a bad joke, you can’t blame me, man. If the content doesn’t have a writer, then the editor assumes responsibility
for it.” The man pondered for a second, and his anger slowly receded. Subdued, he released his iron grip on the paper, casually finished reading the rest of the Flipside, then promptly threw it in the recycling bin without reading even a single other headline from the other sections.

